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14.40€ HT

Technical Sheet
HEIGHT 185 mm

LENGHT 191 mm

WIDTH 131 mm

WEIGHT 405 g

COLOR Noir
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SKIPPER POST & BASE COLLAR
Could holds 4 accessories 
Skipper

The Skipper pole adapter is an accessory for the Skipper signpost. It allows you to equip a beacon with a Skipper garbage bag 

holder, a Skipper liquid dispenser holder or a Skipper PPE dispenser.

Presentation of the Skipper pole adapter Skipper

It is a perfect product to optimize the use of your Skipper waypoint posts. You benefit from safety accessories (PPE), a plastic 

bin and a signalling strap reel directly on your site. The Skipper pole adapter can accommodate more than one support at a time.

Skipper pole adapter description

The signpost adapter has a weight of 415g. Its dimensions are 185 mm high, 191 mm long and 131 mm wide. The signpost adapter can 

hold up to 4 accessories at a time :

• 1 garbage bag holder;

• 1 safety equipment dispenser;

• 2 liquid dispenser holders.

To use it, slide the Skipper post adapter from above onto the foot of the beacon. Once in place, it is ready to receive the 

bracket or accessories of your choice. It's up to you to customize your jobsite pole adapter to suit your needs.

Advantages of the Skipper pole adapter

The Skipper pole adapter allows you to add a trash can or safety product dispenser to your beacon. But the pole can also be 

combined with its other usual accessories. For example, you can add a signalling strap reel to your beacon to create a 9 m long 

retractable boom.

It is also possible to equip your pole with a display panel or a lamp for Skipper beacon tape. As you can see, the Skipper post is 

fully customizable. Buy your Skipper pole adapter with the items of your choice and benefit from our fast delivery!
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